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EAM System Vision 

EAM purpose & advanced processes overview 

Problem Statement & Definition 

Maintenance world reality – there is no guarantee of success 

Planning / Scheduling Theory  

WS Process, Business Case and Definitions 

Weekly Schedule Requirements 

Bad Practices: be aware of what can go wrong  

Understand the problem – and chart a course 

A Strategy for Moving Forward 

Ideal process flow and Empowering the Users 

Speaker Agenda 
Advanced EAM Planning and Scheduling (plus life stories) 

Requirements, Prerequisites & Screen Design 



Scheduling Background and Experience 

Quad Cities Nuclear Station – 1993 
Outage Scheduling Team 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 year consulting assignment 

Created 1st RLP 
program for client 

U.S. Patent for 
O.O.F  routine 

2nd consultant 
hired 

Grand Gulf Nuc 
Scheduling Supv 

1979     -     1987 



 
They have 

many 
prerequisites 

 

Often Times 
Complex 

The question is, how can mid-to-small size 
organizations take advantage of advanced processes? 

Advanced 
Processes Not always 

understood 

Software 

Process 
Organization 

EAM 
System 
Design 

Click-count  
Minimal 

Clever 
Design 

Clear Roles and  
Responsibilities 

Provide 
Significant 

ROI 

Promote 
Optimized 

Cost 
Management 

 
Require more  

Staff 
 

but             they    with clever    use of   
             the          system 



Most sites 
never move 
past basic 
processes Creating “some” work tickets 

which are sometimes  

tied to the correct asset, 
and, sometimes have actuals 

Work Order Feedback 
Failure Analysis 
Cost Tracking (budgeting & projects) 
Resource Balanced Weekly Schedule 

Advanced 
Processes 

Benefit Threshold 

Basic Processes have little ROI 

 Improved backlog management 
 Increased departmental coordination 
 Enhanced craft coordination  
 Reduced reactive maintenance 



What are EAM Goals 

Materials 
Management 

Work Planning 

Advanced Scheduling 
Techniques 

Backlog 
Management 

Work Force 
Efficiency 

Service Level Optimization 
Track where-used; BOM 
Auto-reorder based on ROP, EOQ, 
safety levels & lead-time 
Part reservations & staging 

PMs, Job Plans & Safety Plans 
Task Instructions 
Craft, material & tool estimates 
Attached documents 
Lock-out, tag-out, & permits 

Weekly Schedule; frozen set 
Daily plan – derived from weekly 
Resource pool identified 
Minimal click-count to create 
Weekly Schedule compliance 

Backlog 90% planned 
Backlog growth trending 
Open backlog reviews for accuracy 
Completed repair work reviews 
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Problem 
Statement 

We have a 
problem?? I didn’t 

know 
we had 

a 
problem 



Of the total CMMS client sites: 
25% -- do not plan any work 
40% -- have inaccurate maintenance backlogs 
70% -- fail to perform any form of failure analysis.     
             Further, “failure history” is stored in  
             text fields, or in file cabinets.  
90% -- are not able to generate, store, or  
            measure  against a resource leveled  
            weekly schedule 

Most Challenging 
Area 

Medium to small orgs need 
simplistic design 

Good 

Bad 

Availability Line 

Most 
challenging 

area 

Advanced Processes 



Generically speaking, you cannot assume 
that all EAM products will support true 
maintenance scheduling, or in this case, a 
resource leveled weekly schedule. 

Although most product implementations 
expect to be successful just by installing 
the software and attending training (e.g. 
calibrations, lockout-tagout ) … 

… the weekly schedule design is an 
advanced process and requires careful 
thought.  History has proven this. 



Where’s the Beef! 
The Solution is missing a Real-World Process 

for Maintenance Management 
You just can’t say… 

 
 “you need to plan 
and schedule your 
work”.  
 

What kind of 
schedule?  

 

Different schedules 
have different 
requirements. 



This is like throwing darts at a board and 
hoping that something hits the target. 

The best implementation 

would be one that combines 

software with process. 

** ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT FOR ADVANCED PROCESSES ** 



Theory, 
Function 
and Roles 

Frozen work set 

Automatic resource leveling 

WS Process 
Job Planner Role 

Backlog Management 

Order of Fire 

Availability & Calendars 

Some Terms for Discussion 



The Focus is Day-to-Day Maintenance 
 

PM, CM, 
MODs, 

etc. 
 

Outage Work 



Planning & Scheduling  

dramatically improves Productivity 

Personal Clerical 
Waiting  
for Jobs 

Travel Time and 
Trips to Store 

Waiting for 
Instructions 

Before P&S is fully 
implemented 

20% 
Increase 

Crafts generally like to be scheduled so 
they know in advance what to expect.  
Conversely they do not like to be jerked 
off one job to go to another which 
introduces more errors & impacts safety. 
Business Case 

 
After P&S is fully 

implemented 



As one of the most recognized authors and books 
on the subject of Weekly Maintenance Scheduling, 
Doc Palmer said … 

Weekly Scheduling is 
the most significant 

benefit yet to be 
realized by the EAM 

community. 

Most top performing 
maintenance organizations 
desire to create a weekly 
schedule and measure 
compliance against it. Doc 

Palmer 



Definition of a Weekly Schedule A one week period strikes a balance between creating 
set goals and still allowing for the dynamics of an 
ever-changing system.  

Subjective Selection Not a best practice. The attendees of this meeting 
are mostly focused on what work came in the last 48 
hours. Plus there is no way they did a review of 
entire backlog during this meeting.  

Definition of Opportunistic scheduling One of the purposes of holding a weekly schedule 
meeting is to review/approve the work. More 
importantly it is advantageous to add lower priority 
work where similar high priority work (on same 
asset or location) was selected.  

70% Loading The organization expects (on average) 30% reactive 
each week. The goal is to produce a believable 
schedule from which the working level is fully 
expected to perform in that time period.  

Doc Palmer – key concepts 



Weekly Schedule Process 
Planner plans work 

Maint. Supv. 

Weekly Schedule 

Daily Schedule 

Resource Pool 

Backlog Growth 

Mo     Tu       We       Th        Fr 
 
20   21     22     23     24 

Insert 
Schedule 
Start dates 
where 
needed, 
e.g. 
schedule 
locks 

Order of Fire 



QUICKPOLL 

If you were to rank the maintenance backlog such that 
these work orders were selected for a weekly 
schedule, what field would you prefer to rank on? 
Assuming the answer is PRIORITY, then describe why 
this would not be such a good idea? 

WO Priorities in-use are only 1,2,3 and thus not valid for ranking work. 

Our maintenance backlog is terribly inaccurate in terms of Statuses. 

PM’s are not given fair Pri value which can be compared to CM Pri. 

Backlog is mostly unplanned (e.g. no craft est.) which negates leveling  

If your Backlog is large, how do you really know 
what jobs to work on next week? 

What this really means is …. the management team is forced to conduct 
meetings to select the work because they cannot rely on the EAM system. 

More importantly, how is it the Maint Supervisor can identify work in his head for 
next weeks schedule in a 45 minute meeting when you have a very large backlog? 

18% 

22% 

32% 

28% 



Weekly 
Schedule 
Design 

View Mind Map 
to see all Prerequisites 

../Mind-Map/Resource-Leveled Weekly Schedule.mvdx


5 – Year  
Capital Plan 

Maint.  
4-week  

Lookahead 

Outage/Shutdown 

Special 
Projects 

Construction 

Quick Review: Different Types of Schedules 

Next 
Week Long Term Horizon Today 

Resource-Leveled 
Weekly Schedule 

Daily 
Plan 

Emergency 
Breakdowns 

D
is

p
at

ch
in

g Worker 
Assign
ments 

Reactive 
Maintenance 

5-Year 



What are the benefits of creating a  
Resource-leveled Weekly Schedule? 

 
1. The schedule represents upper management goals 

and expectations.  The weekly schedule (scope) is  
expected to be 100% done. It is not simply a “list of 
work”.  

2. The schedule improves coordination between 
maintenance, operations and engineering 
departments. Warehouse can stage parts for pickup. 

3. A resource-leveled, weekly schedule also provides the                   
the most effective means for reducing the backlog 

4. Checks-and-balances (the Scheduler takes initial cut at 
scope and loads up the work week) 

5. Utilize a fair & organized method of selecting work in 
backlog as opposed to subjective selection.  Searches 
entire backlog. 

6. Increased visibility prevents  rework. (weekly & long 
range plan) 

Resource-Leveled 
Weekly Schedule 

Daily 
Plan 



Weekly Schedule Requirements 

 Frozen work set 
 A maintenance backlog with craft 

estimates 
 Ability to capture/process ETC by craft 

for carry-over work 
 Leveling program recognizes EAM system 

resource pool  
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Resource Pool: “how to calculate” 
1) Establish company calendar. This should reflect annual 

holidays. 
2) Identify number of active workers by craft. 
3) Link each worker (person record) to company calendar 

and shift 
4) Once a week, prior to locking down next weeks schedule, 

capture worker requests for planned absences (for next 
week). This would include vacations, day-off, jury duty, etc. 

5) Identify by craft the expected amount of reactive 
(unscheduled work) which occurs each week. If 30% 
reactive, then multiply by 70%. 

10 Mechanics at 40 
hours per week 

• 400 man-hours 

16 hours planned 
absence 

• 384 man-hours 

30% reactive 

• 269 man-hours 
starting point 
availability 

Starting Point 
Availability 

Note:  all maintenance craft should have a Calendar assigned 
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Select What?? 

Technique for Selecting Work 
from Maintenance Backlog 

What if you could select any field, not just PRIORITY, 
and Create your own SQL statement. 
And, after each SQL , issue a different SORT. 
And, you could also force work onto the schedule. 

This is a sample design which 
could process the backlog in a 
fair and orderly fashion. 

It is not as simple as selecting the backlog and sorting by priority, report date. 

Consider 
selecting 

“locked-in” 
work 



for the ELEC line …. 
2 guys for 6 hours == 12 mnhrs total 
If 40% complete, then 60% remains. 
Thus .6 times 12 == 7.2 mnhrs 
Where .2 hours equates to 12 minutes, thus   7:12 

Requirements for Carry-over Work capture 
ETC (estimate to complete) 



Maximo 
Scheduler 

Big Bucket of WO’s  (backlog) 

Small Collection of Weekly WO’s  
(Frozen set of WO #)  

Apply “Order of Fire” 
Logic 

Resource Leveled 
Weekly Schedule 

What logic do you apply to introduce the right WO’s to Scheduler? 



Bad 
Practices 
and Bad 
Decisions 

Software  (Data, Screens, Reports) 

Process  (Lack of business rules, WS meeting, no freeze) 

Organization  (Lack of buy-in, clear roles, mgmt support) 

S, P, O 



Bad Practices can lead to Bad Results 
1) Mostly Reactive environment. 
2) Missing Job Planner roles. 
3) No planning function. 
4) No P&S fundamentals. 
5) No craft estimates. Inaccurate backlog. 
6) No weekly schedule process., or mostly 

subjective. No frozen work set. 
7) No automated resource leveling. 
8) No schedule compliance . 

Limited Ability 

If … 

of improving work force 
efficiencies due to the above 

conditions.   



Go-
Forward 
Strategy 



Manual Resource Balanced               |  or Auto Resource Balanced 

Balanced 
pen-on-
paper 

“makes a weekly 
schedule” 

Proactive Mode 

Reactive Mode 
“no weekly schedule” 

Subjective 
Selection 

External Integration 
to other  

Scheduling tool 
Manually 

Balanced  on-
screen; but a lot 

of clicking 

Auto Leveling 
inside the EAM 

Nothing 
No Daily or Weekly 

Only Daily 
Schedule 

Drag-Drop 
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Select What?? 

Auto Assign 
Workers 

Weekly Sched. 
Compliance 

Ask why? Is it 
because 

backlog is not 
accurate? 

Accurate 
Backlog 

Calendar 
/ Shifts 

Planned 
Absences 

Craft 
Efficiency 

Choose a Path:  Proactive,  or  Reactive 

inside 
Outside 
MSWord Not resource 

balanced, but better 
than nothing 

Asgn Mgr 

Store the 
Schedule 

DAILY  
PLAN 

EXECUTE 

Drag-Drop 

1 

2 

3 4 

6 

9 

Carryover 
Work 

8 

Drag-Drop 

Verbal 

7 

O.O.F 



Whadaya gonna do? 

1. Recognize that technology alone will 
not solve your problem. 

2. Become educated. Read/listen to user 
forums and webinars on leading 
practices.   

3. Consider external assessment and/or  
advanced P&S workshop. 

4. Go visit other sites, e.g. benchmarking. 
5. Communicate internally. 



Is the vision clear? 
What type of 

Scheduling process 
are you after? 

New Construction 

Special Project 
Major Maintenance 

Outage / Shutdown 

Weekly 
Maintenance 

Daily Plan 

No 

Yes 

If you are unclear 
where you are going, 
then you may not get 

the desired results. 

Dispatching Only 



Working on the right asset at 
the right time by the right skill. 
Productive Work Force. 
Minimal Delays. 
Efficient Backlog Reduction. 
Less rework. 
Less safety issues. 
Optimized costs. 

Software Process Organization 

Anyone can install software.  But to create a true 
knowledge base you need the right combination of … 



Cohesive 
Information 
Solutions Inc. 

Your Input, Our Knowledge, 
Industry Best Practice  

Contact information for follow-up questions: 
Matt Logsdon                  Mlogsdon@CohesiveSolutions.com  

mailto:Mlogsdon@CohesiveSolutions.com


Reports 



Capital Improvements 
Manager 
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Maintenance 
Supervisor 



Five Year Capital Improvement Plan 



LRP TEAM 
MEET MONTHLY 

LRP: Long Range Planning 
Examples: 

MODIFICATIONS 

BULLETINS/DIRECTIVES 

DEFFERED WORK 

NEW CONSTRUCTION 

UPGRADES 

NOW          1st   2nd   3rd    4th    1st     2nd    3rd    4th     1st     2nd    3rd    4th  

Next 

Week 

New Scope 

a.s.a.p. 
NLT 
ON 
As Possible 
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Backlog Management - - Growth Trending 
It is helpful to track/trend past labor hours for completed work –  
scheduled and otherwise. 

Composite Control Chart -- Backlog 

H
o

u
rs

 

Overtime 
Regular 

Actual Hours – any & all work 

 
| 
| 
Now 

  Total Backlog  
  Hours  

  Weekly  
   Schedule 
   W.O. Hours  

Amount of unscheduled work 

Notice: that when less WS work is scheduled & performed, 
then the Backlog typically increases for that week. 

240 



Weekly Schedule by Foreman 



The Maintenance Supervisor can create a Daily Schedule 

Daily Schedule Graphic 



Auto-Schedule a Daily Plan (post Weekly) 
The Daily Schedule would read the Assignment Manager tables based on (prompt) date and 
output a format similar to following.  

293601                      3      Pump vibrates 

291800                      3      Valve won’t operate 

293105                      3      Heat exchanger leaks 

283382                      2      Steam leak 

282702                      3      Controller No signal 

297111                      3      Oil leak 

280551                      4      Needs paint 

 

Monday                 01/3/11 
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             7 
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                                        5 

6     6    7    5    6     5    5 



Resource Pool Report 


